THE NO COMPLAINING RULE WORKSHOP:
Positive Ways to Deal with Negativity at Work

Best selling author Jon Gordon shares a powerful approach and plan to tackle the biggest problem in business... negativity, which costs organizations billions of dollars and impacts the morale, productivity and health of individuals and teams. When you implement The No Complaining Rule you'll spend less time and energy on problems and more time focused on solutions, innovations and success.

For additional information and workshop booking call 904-285-6842, or email workshops@jongordon.com.

Workshop Overview: Positive Ways to Deal with Negativity at Work

- Learn from the No Complaining Rule case studies
- Discover the true costs of complaining and negativity at work
- Identify the essential principles necessary to build a positive work environment so that The No Complaining Rule can thrive
- Learn the difference between mindless complaining and justified complaining
- Create a process that turns complaints into solutions, innovations and success
- Implement tools and strategies that develop positive employees and teams
- Enhance employee engagement, trust, and communication
- Customize a No Complaining Rule action plan for your team/organization

Who Should Attend:
Individuals in leadership roles, including professionals who get work done through others, and those who directly manage others

Private Workshops Only!
We’ve found that the best way to get people on the bus in an organization is to start an internal revolution! For that reason, The Jon Gordon Companies are holding exclusive, private workshops on site for organizations. We want your entire team to experience the ride of their lives!

Length of Workshop
½ day or 1 day

Workshops are conducted by one of our world class facilitators (not Jon Gordon). To have Jon present please request this in your email. Note: Jon’s pricing is substantially higher than our facilitators.